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CONTENT

TRAVELLERS

SUMMER TERM (2)

LESSON 1 2 3

TEACHING AND LEARNING

Musical learning



Resources

(a) mp3 recordings:
STREET TRADERS
GOODBYE, LONDON
THE GREAT FIRE OF LONDON
(b) PowerPoint slides: STREET TRADERS; GOODBYE, LONDON TOWN; THE
GREAT FIRE OF LONDON

Introduction/
warm up

FIRE! FIRE! Enjoy a clapping song fest with children performing their own
invented clapping patterns as they chant.

Main part of the
lesson to
include some
aspects of:

(1) Give a grand performance of THE GREAT FIRE OF LONDON with actions
and echoed lines. Children might perform in two groups without a leader.

Singing
Composing
Performing
Listening
Appraising

Ideas for
revisiting in the
week

sing songs in different styles conveying different moods (happy, sad, angry
etc.) and with sense of enjoyment

(2) Display the PowerPoint slide, if appropriate, and listen to the mp3 recording of
GOODBYE, LONDON TOWN, joining in with the echoed lines ‘Let’s go, let’s go’.
Repeat and try singing all the words. Perform this song as a circle dance:
instructions are found below.
(3) Revisit STREET TRADERS and act out the song in role play. Invite some
children to be traders (ironmongers, fishmongers and flower girls), or ‘posh’ shop
owners, and others to be shoppers. Allocate two solo roles for the tradesmen’s
call (which comes twice)….a few aprons would set the scene very nicely!

Perform a suite of songs: FIRE! FIRE, STREET TRADERS and THE GREAT
FIRE OF LONDON and GOODBYE, LONDON TOWN for an assembly. Play the
‘fire’ improvisation pieces and display the children’s scores.

GOODBYE, LONDON TOWN Tune: The animals came in two by two
We’ve got to leave old London Town
Let’s go, let’s go!
We’ve got to leave old London Town
Let’s go, let’s go!
The flames have set our homes alight
It’s sad to see this dreadful sight
And the city’s burning
Goodbye London Town!

Everyone walks into the middle of the circle
Everyone walks backwards to their place
Everyone walks into the middle of the circle
Everyone walks backwards to their place
Make finger flames dance
Fingers trace tears on faces – looking sad
Everyone turns on the spot
Wave ‘goodbye’ to London!

